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Harry's Bar & Burger
"Burgers in College Hill"

by Hanna Iris Tolonen

Harry's Bar & Burger is the spot to go when you're looking for craft beer
and superb burgers in College Hill. All of the patties are made from
certified Hereford beef and the servings come in two mini-sliders. The
kitchen also has sandwiches, wings, hot dogs and their Must Fries' are
exactly that. As for cold refreshment, Harry's has a smorgasbord of tasty
beers, many on tap change daily and it's definitely a place to experiment
because there is nary a trace of domestic options like Budweiser, Coors,
etc. Another added benefit is that the shop sells its food and drink at
college prices.

+1 401 228 7437

harrysbarburger.com/

121 North Main Street, Providence RI

Ivy Tavern
"Variety is the Spice"

by jeffreyw

Here at this little restaurant on Hope Street, the menu is as eclectic as it
can possibly be, with dishes that range from fish & chips to Korean-style
bimbimbap, the kitchen is more than creative. Most of the menu items are
sandwiches, in which there are vegan, chicken, pork, turkey and fish
options. The Korean influence also makes another appearance with a
Bulgogi steak sandwich on the menu. This sliced, soy-marinated
masterpiece served on a garlic Bulkie roll is one of the best versions of
this sandwich in the entire state of Rhode Island.

+1 401 421-4489

www.ivytavernri.com/

758 Hope Street, Providence RI

The Abbey
"Beer & Burger Shrine"

by SocialButterflyMMG

+1 401 351 4346

As far as the selection of craft beer goes, The Abbey manages to outdo
every pub in town with its list of 92 different varieties. In addition to a
massive selection of suds, the Abbey also has an amazing array of
burgers, pizza and sandwiches alongside different entrees like meatloaf
and pasta. Right below each menu item, there is a beer recommendation
to pair your plate. A nice touch, just in case you are perplexed as what to
choose when you see the beer list!
www.92beers.com/

686 Admiral Street, Providence RI
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